Legislative Solutions to Better Protect
Texans in Emergency Medical Situations
Legislators from across the state and party lines have heard loudly and clearly from their constituents about rising costs associated with
emergency medical care. From chronically out-of-network facilities called independent freestanding ERs to emergency care providers at
in-network hospitals, Texans are being charged exorbitant prices at a time when they need it least – in emergency medical situations. The
following legislative proposals would take important steps to hold bad actors accountable and better protect Texans seeking emergency
care against price-gouging and misleading advertising.

SB 2064 & HB 3867

SB 507 & HB 1566

Protecting Texans Against Price-Gouging in
Emergency Medical Situations

Expanding Mediation Protection for
Consumers to Freestanding ERs & all
Emergency Care Situations

Texas Senator Kelly Hancock and House Rep. John
Smithee have introduced SB 2064 and HB 3867 to
protect Texans from price-gouging for emergency
care provided by freestanding emergency rooms and
hospitalbased emergency rooms. Similar to current
protections available in declared emergencies, Sen.
Hancock and Rep. Smithee’s bills grant the Texas
Attorney General Consumer Protection Division
discretion to act to protect Texans from financially
devastating emergency care prices when they seek help
in a personal medical emergency.

Sen. Hancock’s SB 507 and Rep. Frullo’s HB 1566
would expand mediation protections, already being
successfully used on a limited basis by consumers
in Texas, for insured consumers with PPO plans to
all emergency providers, including all freestanding
emergency rooms, and to all of out-of-network
providers working at a network facility. Mediation
is a process by which consumers can challenge
surprise medical bills and leave the dispute to the
insurer and provider.

SB 1592
Holding Bad Actors Accountable
Sen. Charles Schwertner’s SB 1592 increases the maximum total penalty from $5K to $25K on freestanding ERs that violate
their regulatory requirements.

SB 2240, HB 3099, HB 3276 & HB 3122
Requiring Greater Transparency at Freestanding ERs
SB 2240 by Sen. Larry Taylor; HB 3099 by Rep. Dennis Paul; HB 3276 by Rep. Tom Oliverson; and HB 3122 by Rep. Jessica
Farrar, would require freestanding ERs and physicians to provide clear, upfront information to consumers about their network
status; provide in advance the minimum and maximum charges they could be charged for their visit; specify whether or not
Medicare/Medicaid/Tricare are in-network for their facilities; and provide consumers with the name of the nearest urgent care
center along with its address, hours and phone number, among other requirements.
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This is legislative advertising paid for by the Texas Association of Health Plans (“TAHP”) March 2017

